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Ready, Set … Stop: While Tech Speeds
Audits, Regulators Slow Down Process
Recently, I had the privilege of sitting on a panel at Ensuring Success 2019. The
session focused on the future of audit. I prepared for the session, listened to my
fellow panelists throughout our talk, then re�ected on what I had learned along the
way.
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Recently, I had the privilege of sitting on a panel at Ensuring Success 2019. The
session focused on the future of audit. I prepared for the session, listened to my fellow
panelists throughout our talk, then re�ected on what I had learned along the way.

It dawned upon me.

The future of audit is not futuristic theory. It is not a question of how the future of
audit may change. Nor is it debating whether audits will shift from an annual
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process, reviewing select transactions, into a continuous, 100 percent audit. Hearing
from my colleagues, those kinds of changes are already taking place.

It also occurred to me that the real issue is that our brave new world features a well-
paved road—not some dirt path. Yet, it seems like we are stuck at a red light waiting
regulators or competitors to make the �rst move. We are at an in�ection point that
turns on the technological advances already in our market. Who will cross the
chasm to adopt them and when?

Meanwhile, the innovators are outpacing the standard setting bodies. This puts all of
us in an uncomfortable position, playing the waiting game.

In a prior column, we talked about how important it is for your organization to take
charge of where you are headed. Get your team engaged in taking the lead on its
journey. When it comes to the future of audit, we need to practice this same
philosophy.

The Future is Now

When it comes to how we perform �nancial statement audits and the tools we use,
our progress has been the opposite of innovative over the past 30 years. The primary
advancement in audit technology, if we may still call it that, was using Microsoft
Word and Excel. Before Excel, we must note to our millennial readers, audits
somehow were performed, and �nancial statements issued, without MS Of�ce.

More recently, our industry has seen major advancements in audit technology. They
harness machine learning, Arti�cial Intelligence, and big data analytics to drive real
change into how audits are performed. The biggest takeaway from these technologies
is the rate at which they evolve—and their impacts on traditional practices. Ready or
not, the Era of Excel eventually will end. Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) and the
automations offered by newer solutions can empower even small �rms to do large
scale audits.

Voice of the Client

On the client side, innovation and change are at our heels. As clients embrace AI and
blockchain to enterprise-level impacts—both inside their companies and across
their industries—we will be confronted to deliver continuous, comprehensive
auditing.
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Yet, despite the steady proliferation of these tools and innovations, we still wait and
see what the “other guy” is going to do.

Unfortunately, the �nancial accounting standards board and other regulatory bodies
have not yet addressed the implications of these technologies. Blockchain is widely
associated with Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies. But blockchain will transform
auditing, because blockchain by its nature is an ecosystem of an incredibly secure
transactions. Even now, startups and large �nancial services companies are
developing solutions to makeover old school industries, like gas and oil, changing
when and how their accounting gets done.

If we step back and see what is going on with blockchain, AI, and machine learning,
it is quite probable that accounting will be dramatically altered in our lifetimes.

As it stands, these innovations remain ahead of the standard-setting process. When
and how these bodies can address these advancements remains to be seen. But we are
seeing technology disrupt allied �elds, like logistics and supply chain management.
Our standards bodies have no choice but to get ahead of the story—before the story
writes its own plot.   

Current advancements are moving so quickly, they will be impossible to ignore for
too long. Our own clients and stakeholders will demand their adoption; their
organizations will want audits performed on their records to save money and the
costs of old-fashioned audit practices. What will we tell them?

We Play How We Practice

Don’t let the regulatory holding pattern prevent your �rm from embracing the future
of audit. In sports, coaches remind players that game day tends to go how things
went that week during practice. Before these technologies overwhelm the �eld, you
can start today by making use of them to achieve small improvements.  Adopting
technologies a little bit early is like that all-important week of practice before game
day. Be prepared to play how you practiced.

One place to start may be the fundamentals of auditing. Taking time to actually
understand the concept of a risk assessment based audit. New technology will
enhance the future of audit, and auditors who have at least tinkered with the toys
prior to wider adoption in the market will have the “�rst mover” advantage.

Past is Prologue
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Repeating the past can be comforting. But we have witnessed the changing of the
guard before—including which companies are listed on the Fortune 100. So, it is
wisest to get a leg up on what is already happening. Small steps and little
experiments on real audits will start to ingrain in your culture how technology can
improve upon business as usual. Rather than having to change overnight, start now
so that you are repeating and re�ning what you already learned.

Perhaps take just one extra deep dive into each audit. Seek to understand the unique
risks of the client. Use this deeper understanding of their individual risks to perform
one special audit step—using new technology and methods. This challenges you and
your team, building con�dence and opportunities for leadership.

Whatever your approach (and no matter how much longer it takes regulators), build
your skills now using the technologies that are driving the future of audit. A tool is
only as good as the person using it.
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